Abstract. Lifting concordances (pseudc-isotopies) in a smooth fibre bundle gives a transfer of stable concordance groups. Properties of the transfer are proved and exploited to obtain the homotopy structure of the group of diffeomorphisms or homeomorphisms of a manifold in a stable range.
Introduction. For M a compact manifold with or without boundary in one of the categories Diff, PL or Top we denote by A(M) the semisimplicial (ss) group of automorphisms of M (i.e. the group of diffeomorphisms, PL homeomorphisms or homeomorphisms, resp.). In this paper we describe (in the stability range and localized away from two) the homotopy structure of A (M) . We do this in terms of Ä (M) , the ss group of block automorphisms (whose homotopy structure is a sophisticated formulation of surgery theory [ABK] ) and some new homotopy functors S ± (Theorem C).
The functors S and S 91 here considered have already been studied in the PL category by Hatcher [H] from a different point of view. The present geometric description is appropriate to the description of the homotopy structure of A (M) and enables us to produce a natural map ß: %(X)-> ^>(X) from the associative monoid of simple homotopy equivalence of X to S (X) which will be important for our study.
Besides the geometric topology results [BLR] two ideas partially developed in [BL] are basic. The first is the "transfer map" and stability for concordances, described in the PL context by Hatcher and in the differentiable context in [BL] . The second is the splitting of a Z(\) weak commutative (topological) group with involution as a product up to homotopy of two pieces, the symmetric, respectively antisymmetric parts. Applied to our situation those parts manifest very different behavior.
The results of this paper have been sketched by the first author in the survey paper [B] . There is an overlap between some (but not all) results of §A and results of Hatcher [H2] , published in the same volume as [B] .
The results of this paper are stated in the next section (statement of results) and the proofs are given in subsequent sections. We continue this section with a description of the notations used.
A(M; K), resp. A(M; K), will denote the ss group of automorphisms, resp. block automorphisms, of M which are the identity on K c dM. A typical /«-simplex is essentially an automorphism h: A(k) X M -> A(k) X M which commutes with projection on A(k), resp. is face preserving, and which restricts to the identity on A(k) X K (see [BLR, Appendix I] , for precise descriptions). To simplify the notation we write A(M), resp. A (M) for A(M; 0), resp. Ä(M; 0), and A(M), Ä(M), C(M), C(M) for A(M; dM), A(M; dM), A(M X I~dM X / u M X (0)), Ä(M X I; dM X I u M X (0)) resp. Since C(M) is contractible, C(M)/C(M) is homotopy equivalent to BC (M) , the classifying space of C (M) .
For a manifold with base point ( V, vQ), denote by Emb(A/, M X V) the ss complex of proper embeddings of M in M X V, and by Emb(A/, M X V) the ss subcomplex of Emb(Af, M X V) consisting of those proper embeddings which agree with the embedding A0, h0(m) = (m, v0), on dM. Also denote by C Emb(M, V) the ss complex of proper embeddings of IxM in IXMxV which agree with id7 X h0on I X dM u (0) X M. (Recall that a proper embedding h : V -> ff is an embedding with h~~x(d\V) = dV and h is transverse to 9 W.) The covering map it: M X R-* M X Sx induces it: Emb"(M, M X S1)-» Emb(M, M X R), resp. Ctt: C Emb(M, M X SX)^>C Emb(M, M X R), where Emb" (M, M X Sx) is the union of those connected components which when composed with the projection on Sx are homotopy trivial. We write 9l(A/'), resp. C% (M) , for the homotopy theoretic fibre of tt, resp. Cm. The spaces 9l(Af) and CÜL (M) appear as factors in the direct product decomposition of A(M X Sx) and C(M X Sx) (see [BLR, Chapter VI] ).
Denote by %(X) the ss associative monoid of simple homotopy equivalences of the compact polyhedra X, and for a manifold M we let %(M) be the submonoid of %(M) of those simple homotopy equivalences of M which restrict to the identity on dM.
Let P denote the category of finite polyhedra (spaces homeomorphic to the finite simplicial complex or CW complex) and continuous maps. If /: X -> Y is a morphism in P, we say it is afibration in P if/is a locally trivial bundle with fibre a compact manifold. It will be a Diff-bundle, PL-bundle, Top-bundle if the fibre F is a manifold in the corresponding category with the group Diff(F), Ph(F), Top(F) resp.
For the ss Kan complex (or topological space) X, resp. the ss (or continuous) map/: X -> Y, we denote by [X] k, resp. [f]k, the kth Postnikov term, and if A' is a nilpotent space (i.e., ttx(X) is nilpotent and acts nilpotently on irm(X)) denote by Xodd the localization of X away from two. The homotopy groups of Xodd are Z(\) modules.
We denote by B the "classifying space" functor, BG being the classifying space of a ss group (or associative monoid or loop space) G and B9 the induced map on classifying spaces of a homomorphism 9: G -* G'.
Given f g: X -» Y we say that/ and g are visibly homotopic if [f]k and [g]k are homotopic for any k; and we write X -y to denote X homotopy equivalent to Y, f-g to denote/ homotopic to g, resp. X-Y and f~g to denote [X] Denote by ß the category of infinite loop spaces and infinite loop space maps, 00 . 00 , 00 ß , resp. ß" , the homotopy category, resp. visible homotopy category of ß 00 whose objects are the objects of ß and whose morphisms are homotopy classes, oo resp. visible homotopy classes of morphisms of ß.
oo If S is an object of ß denote by S the connected ß-spectrum associated with S whose components S, are given by s,.= * for i < 0, S for i = 0, /3'S for i > 0.
There will be more notations of local interest which will be indicated in the appropriate places.
Wherever the arguments require specification to the category Diff, PL or Top we will handle only the Diff and the Top case. The PL case is entirely similar to the Top case; it can be handled similarly (with more care on the geometric constructions to make sure we remain inside PL category) but it also follows from the last one by the "Comparation theorems" of the geometric categories.
Statement of results. The functors we describe in this paper are homotopy 00 vh functors on P with values in ß . They will be strongly connected. Since they are geometrically defined we will call them GH (geometric-homotopy) functors, although the descriptions below do not formalize their geometric origin. (3) There exists a natural morphismg in ßvh, g(X): 6(1x5')-» Bt(X).
Let Nil t(X) = fibre(g(A-) X t(Px)): t(X X Sx)^>Bt(X) X t(X). A GH functor £ is said to satisfy WK (weak Kunneth property) if the fibration Nil t(X) -+ t(X X Sx) -+ Bt(X) X t(X) is naturally trivial. In this case, Nil £ defines a functor which satisfies (1) and (2) (1) If Ex -X E2 4 X is a composition of (î-bundles, T(£2 ° £,) = T(£x) ° T(Q.
(2) If
is a cartesian diagram with £, and £2 6£-bundles, then T(£j£(fx) = £(/£)r(|,).
(3) If e* is the trivial (Z-bundle with fibre K and s: X ^> X X K is the cross-section s(x) = (x, k0), then T(eK) = x(AT)£(j) (it makes sense to multiply a OO . 00 , morphism in Q" with an integer since ß is an additive category).
(4) T is compatible with g; namely, if |: E -» X is an éB -bundle
is commutative. Remarks, (a) Any generalized homology theory that vanishes in negative degrees is a GH functor with WK property and & transfer.
.
In the definitions above we may replace ß " with Spec"*, the visible homotopy category of spectra. The GH functors we will define are in fact O-components of such GH functors. For such functors (2) of Definition 1 implies that 7r¡(t(X)), i < 0, depends only on ttx(X).
Let K& (X) denote the reduced ÄT-theory based on vector bundles, PL microbundles, microbundles for & = Diff, PL, Top, respectively. Definition 3. An 8, involution for the GH functor with & transfer £ = £â means an involution ra(X): t(X) -^ t(X) for any a G K^X) so that:
(1) £(/): (ñ(X), r£) -+ (£(Y), ra) for a G K<£Y) is equivariant.
(2) If a G k^X) and />jfa is the pull back of a to X X Sx, g(X):
(t(X X Sx), rp*a) -* (Bt(X), Bt") is equivariant.
,
An & involution t on £ produces functors £± : Ps-» ßc , where P& denotes the category whose objects are pairs (X, a), X G ob P and a G K^X); and morphisms /: (X, a) -+(Y, ß), where/: X -* Y is a map with/jj ~ a. The objects £±(Ar, a) are obtained as the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of t(X)odd under r" (see §B).
Definition 4. The involutions r" are called homotopy invariant (resp. rationally invariant) if for any a, ß G K^X) with a, ß stably fibre homotopy equivalent (resp. wx(a) = wx(ß)) there exists an equivariant isomorphism 0(X, a, ß):
(£(*)odd> t«) -» (ecru,, t") (resp. 9(X, a, ß): (t(X\0), r")^(£(X)m, r")); Xm will denote the localization to zero; i.e. w,(^(0)) = ^(X) ® Q. For the GH functors with 6B involutions and transfer we will define, one can take 9(X, a, ß) = identity when â = PL or Top, and in fact we prove in these cases that t" = t^ if a and ß are homotopy equivalent. We would like to have the same result for â = Diff, but our present argument breaks down in this case and we obtain the weaker result above. We would also like to have an 62 involution well defined on our GH functors associated with any stable spherical fibration (because this is what the algebraic Ä"-theory suggests) but this is unlikely to be produced by the methods of this paper.
An & manifold M" determines a well-defined object in P5; namely (Mn, a = TM) and it is well known that if /: (A/", dM) -» (Nn, dN) is a homotopy equivalence of compact manifolds with (possibly empty) boundaries, f£N is stably fibre homotopy equivalent to TM. For £ a GH functor with homotopy invariant involution, £+(M") ~ t+(Nn), £_(Mn) ~ £_(N"), where t±(M) = £± (M, TM), whenever M", N" are homotopy equivalent manifolds with boundary. The dimension (which is invariant under homotopy equivalence for compact manifolds with boundary) specifies a choice between £+(Af) and £_ (M) ; namely, £e(n) (M) , where e(n) = + if n is odd and -if « is even. (4) The homotopy theoretic fibre of %>&(X) -» ^(X) defines a functor which is a generalized homology theory given by the spectra %&(*). In particular, SPL(*) = §TopW = " 7r¡(Fibre(St(X, a) -» §>f (X, a))) does not depend on a. Hence taking a trivial for all X, the homotopy theoretic fibre defines a homology theory given by the spectra Sf(*) = l®(*, Ê). In particular, SPL(*) = S^op(*) = *.
(5) There exists an increasing function u(n) = u^n) called the "stability range"
(to(ri) -» oo), so that for any compact manifold M:
where e(n) = + if n is odd and e(n) = -if n is even. Further the equivalences are natural with respect to inclusions M" G N" and with respect to the category <£. (c) For any compact manifold V, the following diagram is commutative:
are stably fibre homotopy equivalent (resp. wx(a) = wx(a')) then ß±(X, «). %(X) ß±(X, «') commutes, where ß±(X, a) is the composition of ß(X) with the projection of c>(X) into <5±(X, a) (resp. into S±(X, a) localized at zero), (e) tt0(%(X)) -* tt0(%(X)) is trivial.
Remarks.
(1) For â = PL, ß(X) is probably the same as Hatcher's map of %(X)toQWhPL(X) [H] .
(2) We would like to deloop ß(X), but the construction we use does not allow this.
(3) Actually §>(X) is a connected component of ÜWhv\X) and our ß(X) has an extension from the monoid of all homotopy equivalences of X to ÇlWhPL(X) which at the 7T0 level is exactly Whitehead torsion associated to a homotopy equivalence. It is clear that (/) fibrewise localized away from two is the Whitney sum of (/, a)+ and (/, a)_. On the other hand, (/, a)± fibrewise localized at zero depends only on wx(a).
In particular, the homotopy type of a compact manifold with boundary (Mn, dM") determines a particular choice of (/, TM)±, + if n is odd, -if « is even. Thus we get a principal fibration h (M) 
which is a homotopy theoretic invariant of compact manifolds with boundary.
i 'M) The geometric & structure on M" produces an explicit map A (M) -» %(M), whose understanding is the aim of surgery theory (and this aim is theoretically achieved). Theorem C below basically says that away from the prime two and in Recall that two principal fibrations induced from the maps /: X -»• BGX and g: X -» BG2 are A>isomorphic if there exists a fc-homotopy equivalence 9: [BGx] 
The isomorphism of the homotopy groups of (H(M)/A(M))odd and (%(M)/A (M))odd X ßSe(n) (M) has been independently noticed by Hsiang and Jahren [HS] . (2) If (Mn,dM) has the homotopy type of (Nn~x X Sx,d(N X S1)), then Sl(II(M) ) is trivial over the a(ri) Postnikov term and consequently UA(M)odd "-ßi(MU X ß2S£(n) (M) . (3) If M" is a K(tt, 1) manifold then the conclusion of (2) holds.
Note. The results discussed above provide exact computations of the homotopy groups tensored by the rationals of Diff (M) , Homeo (M) and Ph (M) in stability range in few concrete cases; see [B3] and its references. All manifolds for which such computations have been done enjoy the following properties:
(i) 77,(.//(A/)) <8> Q can be computed at least in stability range;
(ii) 77,(Diff(A7)) ® Q = 7r,(Homeo(M)) <g> Q can be computed by the means of surgery theory plus the computations in (i); (iii) the fibration (/) or at least the fibration obtained by applying the loop space functor ß to (/) is trivial; Corollaries E and F provide enough examples; (iv) M is either 1-connected or K(tt, 1) in stability range, in which case 7Ti(c>€(n)(M)) ® Q is reduced via the Waldhausen theory [W] to the algebraic /^-theory of the space X = M.
Upper bound estimates (and exact computations in a few particular cases) of the algebraic .AT-theory of X tensored by the rationals have been obtained for all 1-connected spaces by Burghelea and Dwyer, Hsiang, Staffeldt (see [B3] in essentially r ways by picking up one of the factors of V. We observe that composition and the various juxtapositions are homomorphisms with respect to each other. Since juxtaposition is a loop space type multiplication it has a classifying space. More generally using the "little cubes" recognition principle [M] , it is easy to see that composition deloops r times to B'A(N X V; N X dlr). Juxtaposition may also be defined for h, g G C(M) where M = N X / or, more generally, TV X V. Again composition deloops r times to BrC(N X Ir) and thus C(N X Ir) has an r + 1 delooping. It follows that composition is homotopic to juxtaposition. Juxtaposition may also be defined for A(N X V; NX dlr) and C(N X Ir) with the corresponding properties holding. Note that r(h)x = /if1, so that r is an involution. Further t is a homomorphism with respect to juxtaposition in C(N X Ir) and so deloops r times to an involution on BrC(N X Ir), denoted abusively also by t. -+AciMj X I; Mj X 0 U (Mj n Oj_xM) X i) with fibre Ac(M X I; M X 0 u 9,-Af X /). We will define a homomorphism ¿8,.: 4C(A/ X /; M X 0 u 9,_,A/ X /) ^^c(Af X /; M X 0 u 9,M X /) which is a left (homotopy) inverse to the inclusion /, of the fibre.
First note that since A/, has a collar neighborhood in M, MJ is isomorphic to M, and we can identify AC(MJ X I; MJ X 0 u 9,-AÎr7' X /) with^(Af X I; M X 0 u djM X I). We note that the involutions f, t are actually defined on Ac( ), Ac( ), and they commute with the inclusions ip /,. Unfortunately, they do not commute with the ß/s.
Finally we note that a, and a, are unaffected by the ordering of the faces of M so long as djM remains the union of the same collection of faces. This follows from the fact that, up to deformation rétract, we may assume AC(M) (and AC(M X I)) consists of automorphisms which are products with idc* along a neighborhood of any (n -k) edge in M, where Ck is a ^-corner. For the same reason C(M) is independent of the corners in M; i.e. we get the same group if we round all the corners. Now let £: E -> M be a locally trivial bundle with fiber F a compact manifold;
and let d_E = £~'(9M) and d+E =dE -d_E. We note that even if M has no corners, if 3F ¥^ 0 then 9 + E =?= 0 and £ is a manifold with corners. Further, it will be necessary to consider the case where F has corners and the group of the bundle preserves the faces of F. Then d + E will be a union of faces.
Let Aj(E XI; E X 0 u d_E X I) be the subgroup of those h G AC(E XI, E X 0 \J d_E X I) which are bundle automorphisms over h G C (M) .
The homomorphism h -» h defines a fibration 7r(|): A,(E X I; E X 0 u d_E X I) -+ C (M) with fibre consisting of all bundle automorphisms over idMX/ which are fixed over M X 0 u 9Af X /. That 7r(£) is surjective and a fibration follows from the covering homotopy property of £. Similarly, we get a fibration tt(£): A_s(E X I;E xOud_E X 1)-^ C (M) with exactly the same fibre and hence an isomorphism
. But in any case the fibre of 7r(£) (or w(£)) is obviously contractible, so that 7r(£) and 77(£) are homotopy equivalences.
The involutions f, t restrict to Äs( ), As( ) resp., and i(£), "■(£) commute with f, t resp. If M = N X F, then E = EN xlr, EN = E\N X (0), and Äs( ), A¿( ) have an r loop space structure which is preserved by 7Í(£), w(£) resp. The transfer. Given £: E -* M as above, define the transfer T = T(£):
T and T are defined up to homotopy, whereas T is uniquely defined. It will be possible to choose a specific right inverse to 7r(|) as soon as we introduce a "parallel transport" on £. A parallel transport T in a Diff-bundle £ associates to any piecewise differentiable path X:
) with the usual properties. For any concordance k: M X I ^> M X I, k(x, t) = (kx(x, t), k2(x, t)), we define y(k): E X I^E X I by y(itX^ /) -iik'xj+z, k^x, t)), where k'Xx: [0,t]-*M is the path k'Xx(s) = kx(x, s), and x = £(z). If £ has a Lie structure group G, then we may obtain a parallel transport in the usual way by choosing a connection in the associated principal bundle. Then for any k G C(M), y(k) will be a C7 bundle isomorphism.
For an arbitrary differentiable bundle with compact fibre one may always define a parallel transport by choosing a Riemannian metric on E respecting d + E. Given a path A: [a, b]^> M and the tangent vector \'(t) to \(t), we may lift X'(t) to any point of i ~ '(a(0) by taking the unique vector orthogonal to the fibre which projects onto X'(t). The integral curves of this vector field over X define a parallel transport. -^£~x(X(b)) by A"(z) = <K(\, z), 1), where X: /-* M, X(t) = X(a + t(b -a)). Note that if £ has the topological structure group G, then since <b is a G bundle map, À, is a (7 bundle isomorphism and y(k) will be a G bundle isomorphism for k G C(M), y(k) defined as above. Now if M = N X Ir one may always choose parallel transport in E = EN X V by starting with a parallel transport TN in EN and defining T(X) for X:
^AS(E X I, E X 0 u d_E X I) will preserve the r loop space structure. Since o_: A¿( )-* C(E) clearly preserves the r loop space structure, T will preserve the r loop space structure if we choose T = o_ ° y. Thus T deloops r times. This delooping will be independent (up to homotopy) of the choice of T since 7r(£) is an r loop space map and a homotopy equivalence. From now on we will denote the transfers T, T, T indiscriminately by T and similarly the involutions t, f, f by t, etc. The specific choice will be indicated by the context. where the arrow indicates the direction from 0 to 1. This is the Hatcher and Wagoner stability homomorphism S: C(M) -» C(Af X /) (see [H] and [BL] ). If ¿: M X Dk -> M we denote T(£) by 2*.
Properties of the transfer.
Proof. Choosing parallel transport in £" by composition, we have y" = y' ° y. Then T(£") differs from /"(£') ° T(£) only because of the ordering of the faces. The result follows.
Remarks, (a) If M = N X I", this is a homotopy of r loop space homomorphisms.
(
commutes. Similarly for C and C/C.
Proof. This is immediate from the definition. Proposition A3. Let £: En+k -> M" be the union of two subbundles £,: E"+k -> M", i = 1, 2, intersecting in a common face, £3: E3+k~x -> M". Let i3: E3 X I -+ E be the inclusion of a collar neighborhood, and ix, i2 the inclusions of Ex and E2 in E.
Proof. Diagrammatically we have:
The result is immediate from the definition if we choose parallel transport on E leaving E¡, i = 1, 2, invariant. 
Proof. The normal bundle v of E in M X Ds+k satisfies v\M X Dk G M X F = E is M X Dk+S. The result follows from A4 and the definition of S(£).
Proposition A10 (cf. [BL] ). Let £: E^> M be any orthogonal or topological disc bundle; then S(£) ° T(£) = 2*+i.
Proof. In fact, £ © v is the trivial disc bundle. Hence E(v) = M X Dk+S c A/ X Dk+S by the standard inclusion. Thus i ° T(v) ° T(£) = i ° T(v © £) = 2*+i. Now let £,: Ein+k --> M", i = 1,2, be two bundles and </>: £,-» E2 a fibre homotopy equivalence, and \p: E2 -> Ex a homotopy inverse. Then for s sufficiently large, fy: F2 -» Ex X Ds is homotopic to an embedding with normal (orthogonal or topological) disc bundle v. Again if í is sufficiently large i<¡>: Ex -» E(v) is homotopic to an embedding with normal (orthogonal or topological) disc bundle. Since Ex G E(v) G Ex X Ds is homotopic to the inclusion, for í sufficiently large, the normal bundle of Ex in E(v) is trivial. Let F¡ be the fibre of F" i = 1, 2. Then if U c M is contractible, <b: U X Fx^> U X F2g U X E(v\F2) is a fibrewise map. Write F2 = E^F-j) = fibre of E(v) -» E2 -h> M. Then d>| U defines a map </># : U -» Maps(F(, F£). For s sufficiently large, w,.(Maps(F" F2), E(FX, F2)) = 0 for i < n. Thus by induction over charts we may deform i<j> fibrewise to a fibrewise embedding </>': Ex c E(v) , as bundles over M.
In the Diff category it is immediate that <b' has a fibrewise normal disc bundle in E(v), which must be trivial by our choice of v above. Thus <¡>' extends to a fibrewise embedding of Ex X Ds in E(v), as bundles over M.
In the Top category, we can assume that Fx has a normal disc bundle in F2 and hence, by the isotopy extension, U X Fx has a fibrewise normal disc bundle in U X F2 for each chart U in M. Again this bundle is trivial, and we have a fibrewise embedding of U X Fxx Ds in U X F2 extending <¡>'\ U. Now on the overlap Ux n U2 of two charts we have two fibrewise trivial normal disc bundles of ([/, fl U2) X F in ( Ux n U2) X F2. By shrinking the discs in one of these, we have an embedding (Ux n U2) X F X Ds -+(UX n U^x F X Ds which defines a map of (Ux n i/z) X F->E(DS,DS). Now from the fibration C(Si"1)->l!4(.D,)^> £■(£>•*, ZT), and the fact that tt¡C(Ss~x) = 0 for / < í -1, we see that for s sufficiently large (Ux n U2) X F-> E(DS, Ds) may be deformed to a map ((/,n U2) X F^>A(DS). Thus we may adjust the overlap of the bundles to give a fibrewise embedding of (EX\UX u Uf) X Ds in E(v)\Ux u U2. By induction over the charts in M, we get a fibrewise embedding of Ex X Ds in £'(»') extending <b'. Thus we have proved:
Proposition All. Let £,: £'J''+A: ^ A/", /' = 1, 2, be two bundles and <b a fibre homotopy equivalence. Then for s sufficiently large, there is an s disc bundle E(v) -^ E2 (orthogonal or topological, resp.) and a fibrewise embedding \p of Ex X Ds in E(v), as bundles over M, such that Ex-+Ex X Ds^>E(v)-*E2 is fibrewise homotopic to <#>.
Referring to the notation above, if <p: Ex -» E2 gives a simple homotopy equivalence of Fx to F2, then F2 -Fx X Ds is an s cobordism and so is isomorphic to Fx X Ss~x X I. Thus E(v) decomposes into two bundles over M, Ex X Ds and a bundle E' with fibre F, X Ss~x X I, identified along Ex X Ss~x. On the overlap of two coordinate charts the bundle £" is made by glueing Ux X Fx X Ss~x X I to U2 X Fx X Ss'x X I by a map a12: Ux n U2^>A(FX X S'"' X /), where if r0: A(FX X Ss~x X I)^>A(FX X Ss~x) is the restriction to the "0 end", r0ax2 is the glueing of £' X Ss_l over Ux n U2. If a12 ~ r0ax2 X idy, then E(v)\Ux U U2 is equivalent to F, X DS\UX u U2 by a fibrewise isotopy of ^| Ux U U2. Note that «12 ° (roa\i x id/)~': u\ n ^2^^i(^i x S"-1 X /; F, X 51"1 X 0) C(FX X Ss~x).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use So inductively assume that E'\ \Ji<k i^ -£, x Ss x X I\ Ui<k U¡. Then if ak: (Uk n (Ui<k Ut)) XF.xr'x I^E'\Uk n (Ui<k U,) glues E'\Uk to E'\ ßn-(uk n ( U i/,)j x F, x 5*"1 x i^ex x s*-x x I\Uk n Í U u) glues F, X Ss~x X I\Uk to F, X S*"1 X 7| \Ji<k £/, = E'\ Ui<k U,; ßk~\ is defined by a map *4 n ( U ^,) -^4(^i X S,_1 X /; F, x Si_l XO)^ C(F, X Ss~x).
In the topological category if F, is r-connected, tt¡C(Fx X Ss~x) = 0 for /' < r + 2, 5 » r [BLR] . Thus if n < r + 2, t// will be fibrewise isotopic to a bundle equivalence over M. In the Diff category, we can only assert that if F, is r-connected then the inclusion of /)'c+i~1 in F, X Ss~x induces a homomorphism 7T¡C(Dk+s~x) -> tt¡C(Fx X Ss~x) which is surjective for /' < 2r -3 and injective for i < 2r -4 [BLR] . However, we can conclude that if £,, /' = 1, 2, are differentiable bundles, £, is trivial (which implies that E' has group C(FX X Ss~x)) and F, is r-connected; then xp is topologically isotopic to a topological bundle equivalence if n < 2r -3. Thus we have proved: Proposition A12. With the hypothesis of All, and assuming the fibre of £, is r-connected, r > n -2, then in the topological category, t/> may be taken to be a topological bundle equivalence. B. The spaces we deal with carry a natural (homotopy) involution whose symmetric, respectively antisymmetric, part provides different types of behavior. The success of our investigation comes from the possibility of regarding these parts differently. We collect below the elementary homotopy theory involved in what is actually the homotopy analogue of some trivial facts of linear algebra, and apply those considerations to the geometric situations we are concerned with. A weak commutative group with involution (X, t) is an H space X, whose multiplication satisfies up to homotopy the axioms of "commutative groups" and r is an H map with r2 homotopic to identity. /: (Xx, rx) -» (X2, r^ is a morphism of weak commutative groups with involutions if/is an H map with t2 •/homotopic to /• t,. For any weak commutative group we have two canonical involutions id* and v: X -» X with v representing the "inverse" with respect to the multiplication on X.
Properties of Z(\) commutative groups with involutions. A based pointed space (semisimplicial Kan complex) (X, *) is called an odd space or a Z(\) space if trx(X, *) is abelian and all homotopy groups tt¡(X, *) are Z(\) modules. A weak commutative group with involution (X, r) is a Z(i) weak commutative group with involution if the space (X, e) is a Z(|) space. By localization to odd primes one can pass functorially from weak commutative groups with involution to Z(\) weak commutative groups with involution.
Using "general homotopy theory" one can prove that: (a) For any (A', t), a Z(\) weak commutative group with involution, there exist two Z(|) weak commutative groups Xs and Xa together with a homotopy equivalence of weak commutative groups with involution h(X, t): (X, t)->(A,j X Xa, id*, X vx"). We observe that localized away from two, the following are weak commutative groups with involution:
(1) C(M X F), C(M X F) for r > 0, and C/C(M X F) for r > 1, under t. Since o and t commute on C(M X F), localized away from two, C(Af X F) splits into the product of the four weak commutative groups:
Although C(M") is not a weak commutative group, we will show it has the [n/2] -3 type of a weak commutative group. We need Proposition Bl [BLR] . If n > 5, M" is k-connected, and M" is obtained from A/q C M" by adding handles of index greater than r, r < n -3, then (1) /': C(M0) -+ C(M) is inf(2r -3, r + k -2> (resp. inf(2r -3, r + k -2, r + 2)-) connected in the Diff (resp. Top) category; (2) by <b(h),(x) = T_,h(x, t), 0 < / < 1; here we consider M X [0, oo) c M X (-1,oo) = MxR_xgMxR.
) (ßi(M), jtt) -* (Ä(M X I), o) -» (C(M), r), (c) (ÜÄ/A(M), p) -*(Â/A(M X I), o)^(C/C(M), r) (up to [n -1] -2); (2)(a) (A(M X I2), o)-U(C(M X I), o)^(A(M X I), o), (b) (Â(M X I2), a) -+ (C(M X I), a) -* (A(M X I), o),

Corollary
B8. The homotopy theoretic fibre Fc of B#j: B#C(M X F)-> B#C(M X I) is homotopy equivalent to C/C(M X I), and similarly for FA and A/A(M X I).
Since t induces involutions on B#C(M X I) and B#C(M X I) with B#j
Then we have a map of fibrations:
where <bx(h)(x) = T_xh(x, 1). Now </>: A(M X F)->ß Emb(M, M X R_x) sends juxtaposition to loop space addition, and <¡>x is an equivalence. Since the total spaces are contractible,
is a homotopy equivalence which satisfies all the properties. Addendum. There is a homotopy equivalence <f>: C(M X 7)->ßC(Af X R) which is a homomorphism with respect to composition, and which commutes with t (the composition and involution on QC(M X R) being that induced from C(M X R)). Similarly for C(M X I), Ä(M X I) and^(M X I). Then ß(r)<f> = <b; and since <¡> is a homotopy equivalence (see proof above), <p is a homotopy equivalence. (Note we take h(x, r) = (x, r) for r < 0 or r > 1.) C. Consequences of stability. In this section we assume 2: C(M") -» C(M" X I) is an co(n) homotopy equivalence where <o(w + 1) > w(w) and lim,,^^ <o(«) = oo. According to the result of Hatcher [H] as corrected by Hsiang we can take u(n) ~ n/6 in the PL category. This implies we can take w(n) ~ n/6 in the Top category and <o(«) ~ n/12 in the Diff category [BL] .
Since 2 Applying these results to B5' one gets
C3. wfC/C(M)^>WjÄ/A(M)
is an isomorphism for i < w(n + 1) and an epimorphism for i = w(« + 1) + 1. Now note that stability implies that C(Af) is a weak commutative group up to w(«), and hence w^C (M) which by (ii) is a homotopy equivalence (r -1 -n equivalence) onto these components. Consider the commutative diagram, where ~ will mean an equivalence of w(n) + 1 Postnikov terms when localized away from two and for r sufficiently large:
The equivalence follows from Theorems C4, C5 and Bl. By commutativity of the diagram, (a) follows by reversing the equivalences and f (sending the extra components of Emb°(A/, M X D2r+X) trivially). Proof of (b) . Let a: %(M)^A/A(M X D2r+X) be the map obtained by reversing f and the equivalence provided by (iii), in the bottom line of (I). Let ß = Ç22ryx9~xa. For r sufficiently large this is defined. The result now follows from (I) and the commutative diagram Proof of (iii). ttjË(M, M x Dr) = concordance classes of proper embeddings/: DJXM->DjXMxDr such that f\dDj X M = inclusion. If j < r -n -1, then y + n + r > 2(j + n) + 1, and the result follows from the Whitney embedding theorem. Proof of (iv). From the map of fibrations:
and Proposition Bl, the connectivity of 9 follows. Using the stability assumption we can now interpret a number of the results of §A in the stability range. Definition.
We will say that a disc bundle is fibre homotopically trivial if its associated sphere bundle is fibre homotopically trivial. A disc bundle will be called stably fibre homotopically trivial if the bundle plus a trivial bundle is a fibre homotopically trivial disc bundle.
Corollary Cl 1. Let £: E -» M be a topological k disc bundle which is stably fibre homotopically trivial. Then on the w(w) Postnikov term:
lX«>T~(Tltf))(~1,É.
Proof. Take s large and such that k + s is even. Then £ © l,: F X Ds -» M is fibre homotopically trivial, i.e. its associated sphere bundle (£ © ls)0: (F X Ds)0 -» M is a fibre homotopically trivial sk+s~x bundle.
Since k + s -1 is odd, X(Sk+s~x) = 0 and F((£ © ls)0) is trivial by C10(d). Hence by A8, F(£ © 1> = tF(£ © 1,). But F(£ © 1,) ~ 2T(£) and 2J is an isomorphism (on the co(n) Postnikov term). Hence the result follows from A7.
We wish to prove a version of Cl 1 in the Diff category. We will only be able to do this localized away from two. We first need to develop a theorem from [BL] .
Let A" be a finite complex and N"(X) a regular neighborhood of A' in some large Euclidean space F". Then N"(X) is a smooth compact manifold and Nn+x(X) = N"(X) X I. Let P(X) = limn C(N"(X)), under 2, P^X) = limn CTop(Nn(X)) and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PD(X) = limn C^XN^X)). Then from [BL] we have Theorem C12. -n^P^X)/PD(X)) = H¡(X; <$), where H,( , 'S) is a homology theory with coefficients in the spectrum 9r. Now let A7" be a smooth compact manifold and E(v) its normal bundle in some large Euclidean space En+S. Then E(v) = Nn+S (M) . Then on the <o(n) Postnikov term we have C(M)T^ C(E(v)) = C(Nn+°(A/))^ F(A7) is an isomorphism which is natural with respect to inclusions AT" c M" and with respect to the forgetful map from the Diff category to the Top category. Hence if M" = M" u M2 with Mx n M2 an n -1 manifold, we have C13. 
Corollary
C15. Let £: F -» Ai be an orthogonal k disc bundle over a smooth n-manifold which is stably fibre homotopically trivial. Then localized away from two and on the to(«) Postnikov term there is an equivalence 9(C): C(M) -* C(E) such that 9(0r~(r9(0f-X)t.
Proof. Take s large and such that k + s is odd. Then £ © li: F(£ ® ls)-> M is fibre homotopically trivial, i.e. its associated sphere bundle (£ © l^),,: F(£ © ls)0 -» M is a fibre homotopically trivial sk+s~x bundle. Since k + s -1 is even, T:
is an equivalence by C14. Let /: E(£®Is_x)g F(£ © ljn be the natural smooth embedding. Then / induces an equivalence on CM' by Bl. Define
This is well-defined equivalence in the u(n) Postnikov term and when localized away from two, provided j is sufficiently large. Since the first two maps commute with t, while 2í_it = (r1.s~xf~xy , and 5 -1 has the same parity as k, the result follows.
Remarks, (a) If £ is trivial, then 9(0 = F(£). (b) In the Top category, 9(C) = F(£).
In a certain sense all sphere bundles with the same first Stiefel-Whitney class are stably fibre homotopically isomorphic when localized at zero. To make this precise let BG be the classifying space for stable spherical fibrations and for any such fibrations £ over X, let |£|: X -> BG be classifying maps and £*: tr2(X) -» ir2(BG) = Z2 be the homomorphism induced for the second homotopy group. Lemma C16. If X is a finite CW complex and £" £2 are two stable spherical fibrations over X with the same first Stiefel-Whitney class, then :
(a) If £* ¥= £2* for any k > 1 there exists </>: Y -* X with Y a finite CW complex so that <#>,: ^,(7) -> ttx(X) is an isomorphism, tt¡(4>) ® Q = 0 for 2 < i < k and </>*£, and <£*£2, the pull backs o/£, and £2 by <f>, are stably fibre homotopically isomorphic.
(b) 7/£* = £2*, there exist £,, £2 over X X S2 whose restrictions to X X {/>} are £,, respectively £2, and £* ¥= \*.
Proof, (a) Let BSG be the classifying space for oriented stable spherical fibrations and /': BSG -> BG the map defined by considering any oriented stable spherical fibration as a stable spherical fibration.
Clearly Theorem C17. Let £: F -» Ai" be a topological (respectively orthogonal) oriented k disc bundle. Then on the u(n) Postnikov term and localized at zero, F(£)t a* (rT(0)(~X)k (resp. Ö(£)t ~ (t^))*-"').
Proof. It suffices to check that the result holds for £ x 1: F x Ds -* M x Ds, s large. If £* ^ 0 (the hypotheses of Lemma C 16(a) are satisfied for £ © 1^ and the trivial bundle), we can construct (by C16(a)) <¡>: Y -* M, embed Y in M X Ds and take A7 to be a regular neighborhood. Then £ X 1^,^ is stably fibre homotopically trivial. Then by Cll and C15 the result holds for £ X lD.\N. Now by the remark before C13, i: ttjC(N) -» ttjC(M X Ds) corresponds to iTj(P(Y)) ^r™ tTj(P(M)). But P(<b) is a rational r equivalence provided <j> is, by the relation between P(X) and Waldhausen's functor A(X) [W] . Thus for s sufficiently large i: C(N)-+ C(M X Ds) will be a rational w(n) equivalence. Since i commutes with T(e © ls), hence also with f?(£ ffi 1J, the result holds for £ © 1^. Since T and hence 9 commutes with 2*, the result holds for £. If £ * = 0 we can extend £ ffi 1^ to £ over M X S2 X Ds~2 (by C16(b) ) so that £ restricts to £ ffi 1, on
We prove the statement for £ instead of £ ffi ls which implies the statement for £ ffi 1^ because of the naturality of F(£) or f?(£) (by A2) and because the composition C(M X D2 X Ds~2) ^> C(M X S2 X Ds~2) c C(A7 X Ds)
is a homotopy equivalence.
Theorem C18. Let £: F -> M" be a smooth orthogonal or topological S2k bundle, k large. Then on the to(«) Postnikov term and localized at zero, T: C(M) -* C(E) is an equivalence.
Proof. It suffices to check that the result holds for the bundle £ X lD,: E X DS^>M X Ds, s large. If £* ¥= 0 let <b: Y-> M be as in C16(a) (for £ ffi ls and the trivial bundle), embed Y in M X Ds and let N be a regular neighborhood.
Then (£ X lD-)\N is fibre homotopically trivial. By C10(d) and Cl, the result holds for (£x lD,)\N. Now by the remarks before C13, i: ttjC(N) -> ttjC (M X Ds) corresponds to P(4>): ir-P(Y) -> ■njP (M) . But rationally, P(<b) is highly connected provided <i> is, by the relation between P(X) and Waldhausen's functor A(X) [W] . Thus for s sufficiently large i: C(N)-* C(M X Ds) will be a rational w(/t) equivalence. Since T commutes with i, the result holds for £ ffi 1^ and hence for £. If £* = 0 we reduce to the case £# ^ 0 by extending £ to £ as in Theorem C17.
D. The functor S. Definition of S. For X G P, let N"(X) be a regular neighborhood of X embedded in some large Euclidean space F". For n sufficiently large, N"(X) is unique up to isomorphism. Further, N"+X(X) = N"(X) X I. Define S (A") = limn C(N"(X))/C(N"(X)), where the limit is taken under 2:
C(Ñ*"(X))/C(Nn(X))-» C(Nn+x(X))/C(Nn+x(X)). Proof. Following Waldhausen [W] , S (A") = QWh(X) and one has the fibration, h(X, A(*)) ->A(X)^> Wh*\X), where h(X, A(*)) is a homology theory. Waldhausen proves for his functor A that if ß/: ßA" -^ ß Y is a rational homotopy equivalence so is A(f): A(X) -^ A(Y) (see proof of Proposition 1.1 of [W] ). This implies the result for SPL(A") and hence for STop(Ar). The result for Smi follows from the fibration (see [W] or [BL] ) §m,(X) -> SPL(A") -%PSL(X), where §SL(X) is the stabilization of SPL(A") under suspension, §PL(A") being a homology theory.
Remark. One may also prove D2 and D3 via Waldhausen which in turn proves the corresponding result at the concordance group level in the stable range. For D4, however, it seems unlikely that a proof starting at the concordance level will be possible.
Definition of g(A"). S (A" x S ') -h» BS (X). Consider the principal fibration [BLR] ,
Since C (M X [0, oo) ) is clearly contractible, the classifying map
is a homotopy equivalence. On the other hand we have the map X: C(M X S1)Ĉ (M X R) obtained by taking the unique lift of a concordance of M X Sx to the covering space M X R. Thus we get a map, y (M) 
Now if X G P, A/n+1(A" X Sx)= N"-\X) X Sx X I = N"(X) X Sx, n large. Define g"(X) = y(N"(X)):
C(Nn+x(X X S ')) = C(N"(X) X S1)-» BC(Nn+x(X)). We need to show gn(A") commutes with 2. One can define 2:
C Emb(M, M X R) -> C Emb(A7 X I, M X I X R) or more generally, given Lk properly embedded in N", £: E -> N an & bundle, one can define F(£):
C Emb(F*, N") -» C Emb(£-1(L), E) as in §A. In particular, we obtain a commutative diagram C(Af X 7) 4 C(A7 X S1) 4 C Emb(A/ X Af X S1) xi ix
where the top row is a fibration. In [BLR] it is shown that X: C ( Proof. For n sufficiently large, /* defines an isotopy class of embeddings (/*)" of N"(XX) in N"(X2), and
is cartesian, where the horizontal arrow at the top is an embedding. Thus for s sufficiently large
is cartesian, and the result follows from Proposition A2. Proposition D7. If e* is the trivial â bundle over X with fibre K and s: X -* X X K is the cross-section s(x) = (x, k0), then
Proof. If Nm(K) is the normal disc bundle of K in Em and Nn(X) is a regular neighborhood of X in E", then Nn(X) X Nm(K) -Nn+m(X X K) is a regular neighborhood of X X K in En+m. Let N^m(eK): Nn(X) X Nm(K) -+ N"(X) be the trivial bundle, and let Dm = Nm(k0) c Nm(K). Then by Proposition A4, T(N^+m(eK)) = (iS*)*^*». But x(^m(7C)) = X(K), and i2m: C(Nm(X)) -> C(N"(X) X Dm) -* C(Nn(X) X Nm(K)) is the map induced by the embedding sm: 
where the left and right vertical maps are F(£ X idsi) and 73F(£ X id7) respectively.
commutes where the left vertical maps are T(r*í X id5i) and T(vn X id^i); the right vertical maps 73F(r*£ X id/) and B1\vn X id/), and the horizontal maps y(N"(x)), y(F(r"*£)) and y(N\E)). Since y(N"(X)) = gn(A"), y(N\E)) = g,(E), and r*+ ,(£ X ids.) = r*£ X id5i, p*%\ = p* X idsi, we get in the limit:
g(E) o r(£ X ids,) = 7*F(£)g(A) on S (A" X Sx).
Definition of the & -involution for S. If a is an orthogonal or topological k disc bundle over X, denote the involution t on C(E(r*a)) by t". Since T(r*a): C(N"(X))^> C(E(r*a)) is an u(n) equivalence by C10(a), we can define an involution on [C(Nn(X))]^n) by T(r*ayxr^T(r*a).
If we replace a by a ffi 1, then T(r*n(a ffi l))-\^xT(r:(a ffi 1)) = T(r*na)-X^-xr^T(r*na) = -F(r"*«)-1T"«F(rn*a).
If we replace N"(X) by Nn+x(X), then E(r*+Xa) = E(r*a) X I and T(r:+x»)-\a+xT(r:+l^ = TXtf+i«)"'CS^a) = -T(r*n+x«rX^<T(r*na) = -r(r»-V,,ar(r*a). Let f"a = (-l)"+*F(r*a)-V"aF(rn*a). Hence r*f*a ~ftr*a. If E(fn): E(r*f*a) -» E(r*a) is the bundle map covering the embedding/,, C(E(fn))T(r;f* a) = T(r;<x)C(fn) and letting ßn = ft a, C(E(fM-= r"»C(E(fn)).
Hence C(fn)T(r*nf*a)-xr^T(r:f*a) = F^r^/J^F^/*«) = T(r;a)-XTn«C(E(fn))T(r;ra) = F(r»-'Tn<T(r;ra)C(/n).
Thus C(/")fnA = r"C(fn). The result follows by passage to the limit. Proposition D10(2). Let a be an orthogonal or topological k disc bundle over X.
Then g(X): (S(X X Sx), rß) -^ (73S (A"), 73t") is equivariant, where ß = pxa.
Proof. Since rn+l: Nn+x(X X Sx) = N"(X) X Sl-*X X Sl is r" X lsi, where rn: N"(X)^X, we have Px » rn+x = rn 0/Vw and F(r"*+1/3) = Etfa) X Sx. Now (see D9), 73F(rn*+1a) ° y(F(r"*«)) = y(F(r») ° r(r*+I 0). Also y(F(r»)T,f+1 ~ ^""mM^»).
In fact, C(E(^a) XS1)^ C(E(r;a) XR)Ü BC(E(r*a) X R) is equivariant with respect to t since by May's recognition principle C(E(r*a) X R) ->ß73C(F(r*a) X 7?) is a natural equivalence [M] ; and 73^: BC(E(r*a) X I) -* BÜC(E(r*a) X R)-*ÜBC(E(r*a) X R) is an equivariant homotopy equivalence by §B, addendum.
Thus g"(A") o t/+ , ~ 73(f"a+,) ° g"(A"), and g(X) is equivariant.
Homotopy invariance of the involutions. Suppose a, ß £ K^X) are stably fibre homotopy equivalent. Then ß -a is represented by a bundle which is stably fibre homotopically trivial. Let r>: F(r» -» Nn(X) be represented by a p disc bundle, and ß -a by a q disc bundle. Then r*ß is represented by r*a ffi r*(ß -a), a/7 + q disc bundle. Let S" be ß -a pulled back over E(r*a). Then r*ß = 8n ° r*a. Since 8n is stably fibre homotopically trivial, we have in the Top category (by Cl 1): T(8")t? = (-lfr^T(8n). Hence = (-ir + qT(r*nßyXTPT(rtß).
So f"a = t/ and ra = t^ on § (A"). This proves Proposition Dll. If a, ß G KTop(X) are stably fibre homotopy equivalent, then ra = rß on STop(A").
In the Diff category, by C15 there is an w(w) equivalence localized away from two, 9(8"): C(F(r»)^ C(F(5" ° r») such that 9(8n)^ = (-l)\ß9(8"). Thus localized away from two, (-lfT(r*na)-xrZT(r*na) = (-lY + "T(r:ayx9(8nylr09(8n)T(r*na).
Define 9(X, a, ß) = lim" T(r*ßyx9(8n)T(r*a). Since T(r:ßyx9(8n)T(r*na)i: = T0T(r^yx9(8n)T(r*na), 9(X, a, ß)ra = rß9(X, a, ß) (localized away from two). This proves Proposition D12. If a, ß G KO(X) = A^^A") are stably fibre homotopy equiva- (3) In [BLR] it is proved that C?ßJ>ai(M) -» C9lTop(AF) is an equivalence. (4) By C12 the fibre of §Mf(I) -» %Top(X) is a homology theory, with coefficients %™\*) (since STop(*) = *).
To prove the result for S± (x, a) we show that .(FibreCS^A-, a) -» §£*(*, a)))
does not depend on a: As in § §B7-B9, if M" = Nn~x X I, one may identify CTop/Diff(A/) = CTop(M)/Ca" (M) with Fibre(73#CDiff(Af) ->■ B#CTop(M)). If a is an orthogonal 2k + 1 disc bundle over M, T0: C^^M)^ ~* CTop/mt(E(a)0)odd is an w(/i) isomorphism, k sufficiently large, by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence C13 and the argument in C14. By the argument of C15 this leads to an u(ri) isomorphism 9(a): CTop/Diff(M)odd _> cTop/vai(E(a))oiA for a of any dimension, such that 9(a) commutes with t up to the appropriate sign. Applying this to (N"(x), r*a), the result follows.
(5) Let Mn be an & manifold and a = FAf. Then Nn+k(M) = E(vk), vk the normal k disc bundle in En+k, k large. Now ÍT+* = (-l)"***^^*«)"' ° <+k ° Ar*n+ka).
induced by embedding 7 in S [BLR] commutes, with the top row an equivalence [BLR] . But % ( Appendix. Proof of 2 ~ <f>. Let h E C(Af ). In the diagrams below the rectangles represent M X I2. All homotopies are fixed on Mx(0x7u7x 97). The arrows represent the direction from 0 to 1, and the arcs represent rotation of h or h ~ ' by 90° as indicated. We first note (" ° " means composition of indicated isomorphisms)
Now insert the inverse of the right side of (a) composed with the left side of (a), between the first and second diagrams in the above composition. Since it follows from (b) that 2(A)~ 4>00
